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liThe clinical evidence consists of only a collection of
anecdotes and personal experience, but one hypothesis has
been developed: Candida••• 11

The sentence leaves one thinking the ecologists blame the
entire phenomenon on one cause, when in fact they kn010l of
dozens of different causal factors.

The candida theory, one of several considered by clinical
ecologists, is held to be significant by only a few
ecologists, and is not the 'one theory I Zimmerman
ridiculously suggests.

The idea that our reactions can be dismissed as anecdotes,
or that our experience of them is some ho" less valid
because we are persons, indicates the kind of intellectural
arrogance allergists have assaulted us ,nth all along.

Despite the fact that the illness has had a legal name for
more than nine months before his article was published,
Zimmerman refers to it only by colloquial names kn= by all
familiar 10Iith the condition to be misleading.

He does admit that tests show no consistent relation to
allergy, but goes on to criticize the field all the same.

He finds it overly important that one can find failures in
the ecologists' experience.

He fails to understand the need for people administering
some ecological testing to second guess their patients'
subjective reporting of~eir reactions, a factor
complicating demands for double blind testing. However,
double blind tests have been done.

He seems unable to understend that most doctors, especially
clinicians, use subjective as well as objective tools in
their assessment of illness, as he seems to condemn the
ecologists for being like others.

As someone quite familiar 10Iith the attitudes ecologists
demonstrate in their treatments, I can tell you they are far
more concious and cautioning about side effects than most in
the medical profession, yet the impression one has from Dr.
Zimmerman is that they are irresponsible.
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He has been active in preventing the practice of clinical
ecology techniques within his own instituion, the Hospital
for Sick Children.

His approach to criticism implies that all medical
treatments are based on sound scientific thery, "hich is
widely agreed to be ludicrous, although Judge Thomson
uses the "ord 'untenable'.

In writing the article he demonstrates himself
innappropriate to chair a committee trying to resolve
polarized positions; he is one of the combattants in the
parochial specialist >far.

lvas the ne" health minister the victim of a quick grab by
one side in tile polarized debate?

Has anyone on the health minister's steff read Thomson's
report?

In writing in the Canadian Medial Association Journal Dr.
Zimmerman strays into an area I can claim to have some
expertise.

Having Horked as a professional journalist for several
years, I can say that his article uses language to twist the
facts in an unreasonable representation of truth that can
only be called intellectually dishonest, and socially
irresponsible.

First of all, the mere fact that he considers himself
qualified to describe an overvieH on the subject flies in
the face of reason: the' immune system is only sometimes
involved, and has, if anything, been shown not to be a major
factor in even most of the reactions.
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He slanders the ecologists by grossly misrepresenting their
general views and treatment methods, in a writing style "e
journalists would call overly editorializing.

That is to say, the article puffs up isolated facts, taken
out of context and rearranged to add up to ridicule. His
discourse is the opposite of reasonable and objective.
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